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“Societies thrive in a sustainable way –
 when Inclusion & Innovation help   
expand the circle of opportunity” 

“Development is about propelling powerful 
economies as well as promoting strong societies.”  

Chris Colford: “How can we measure progress towards development?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WEF: Two recent Washington seminars suggest that – by pursuing innovation and inclusion, and by focusing on broad-scale social “well-being” – policymakers can define realistic paths toward development success or sustainable dev.Harvard, and WB studies came to the conclusion that societies thrive with twin focus on INCLUSION AND INOVATIOn….DIVERSITY
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Economic 
Growth 

Every $1 invested in skills for youth,  
has a multiplier effect of  10-15x  
on economic growth and national 
competitiveness.1 

1. UNESCO, Education for All Global Monitoring Report, 2012. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Needs collective effort acrosmultiple stakeholders…not the domain of a single entityThere is a proven relationship between innovation and long-term economic development.  Innovation stimulates  economies, provides increased competitiveness Research links Innovation and economic growth to a populations education and access to the internet.  Education, employable skills and Entrepreneurship contribute to Innovation. Given that Development /Econoic growth is not a static process; involves constant change ; so imperative that Education and employable skills constantly align to this changing environment.A recent paper on Technology and the Innovation Economy by Darrell West (www.brookings.edu/research/papers/2011/10/19-technology-innovation-west) of the Brookings Institute states that, “Researchers have found a link between technology innovation and national economic prosperity. ….These kinds of investments help countries create jobs and lay the groundwork for long-term economic development….In conditions of economic scarcity, countries no longer have the luxury of being passive and reactive.”
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374M  

Youth 
Unreached in Asia 

Sources: 
Internet penetration data: Nielsen report posted on http://sg.nielsen.com/site/NewsReleaseJuly112011.shtml  
Population stat: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ASEAN_member_states (most recent data)  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASEAN Population: ~603,306,093Internet penetration: 38% or 229,256,315Staggerring proportionsSources:Internet penetration data: Nielsen report posted on http://sg.nielsen.com/site/NewsReleaseJuly112011.shtml  Population stat: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ASEAN_member_states (most recent data) 

http://sg.nielsen.com/site/NewsReleaseJuly112011.shtml
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ASEAN_member_states
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DEMOCRATISE 
INNOVATION 

UNLEASH       
DIGITAL SKILLS 
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Economic 
Growth 

Innovation Summits, Maker Faires 
Global Challenges, Social Innovation 
Make It Wearable, Accelerator/Incubator Support 
Tech Entrepreneurship Development,  E-basics 

Intel Innovation Hubs and Spaces, 
Maker Experiences, Hackathons,  
Innovation Challenges 

Intel Higher Ed – IoT 
Curriculum, Contests, 
Research, Internships, 
Academic Forums 

Intel Teach, Elements,  
Engage Community 
STEM Acceleration 
Programs,  
National Science Fairs, 
Intel ISEF 

Intel Learn, Easy Steps,  
She Will Connect, 
Diversity 

Intel Interventions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a proven relationship between innovation and long-term economic development.  Innovation stimulates  economies, provides increased competitiveness Research links Innovation and economic growth to a populations education and access to the internet.  Education, employable skills and Entrepreneurship contribute to Innovation. Given that Development /Economic growth is not a static process; involves constant change ; so imperative that Education and employable skills constantly align to this changing environment.A recent paper on Technology and the Innovation Economy by Darrell West (www.brookings.edu/research/papers/2011/10/19-technology-innovation-west) of the Brookings Institute states that, “Researchers have found a link between technology innovation and national economic prosperity. ….These kinds of investments help countries create jobs and lay the groundwork for long-term economic development….In conditions of economic scarcity, countries no longer have the luxury of being passive and reactive.”



Digital Literacy Volunteer model : 1m Youth 2015  
 

Managed by:  Endorsed by: 

DIGIBAYANIHAN 

Maricel Panayas – Cotabato Philippines 
• 43 year-old mother of four 
• Husband works as a laborer in a rice 

mill 
• Daily income was PhP200. (~$4.25USD)  
• Completed Intel Easy Steps  offered by 

MLANG Community eCenter.  
• Started a rice retail business, now 

earning 10,000 PhP daily. 
• She is now able to send her children to 

school.  
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 Fostering Innovation Ecosystem 
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Creating TEC 
Opportunity : 
Intel Galileo & Edison 
50,000 + boards donated 
worldwide for open 
innovation 

Advancing Design  
Skills:   
Coding for Good,  
IoT in education 
Innovation hubs and 
spaces 
 

Growing Maker 
Communities:  
Maker Faires   
Make Hers  

Celebrating  
Excellence : 
Make it Wearable 
Asia Innovation Summit 
Innovation Challenges 
ISEF 

Asia Scorecard in 2015 : 
10 Countries, 10 Innovation hubs 
300+ Universities, 200 +Schools as Innovation Spaces,  150 Partners,  
11000 Innovators 
Connecting 3m people with technology 
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Building Sustainable Networks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intel can’t do all this alone… To move the needle on major global issues like education reform, Healthcare, Energy, Water and the Environment,we need to engage communities, establish partnerships and coalitions.

http://www.oecd.org/home/0,3305,en_2649_201185_1_1_1_1_1,00.html
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The playbook is a practical resource for governments, private sector, and NGOs in planning their use of ICT to enhance effectiveness and scalability of the Sustainable Development Goals. It examines the technologies that have great potential to address needs within each development sector and provides recommendations on approaches and partnerships for overcoming the challenges in implementing them.  It calls on all organizations to examine the role that ICTs can play in achieving the SDGs and to align their ICT investments to achieve the maximum impact during implementation.A core set of technologies have emerged that have great potential to improve development program impacts and empower communities. These are the building blocks that comprise many impactful ICT solutions. The playbook explores the benefits and trends of “building block” technologies and make recommendations for overcoming challenges sometimes encountered in implementation
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It’s not what we make,  
it’s what we make possible 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact, it is from this powerful and ubiquitous technology that we see where the next wave of innovation will come from. We want to help play a big part in this wave of innovation that is already happening – which is why we’ve developed devices such as our Galileo and Edison boards. These lower the barriers so that absolutely anyone can just pick one up, along with a starter kit, and start inventingWhether you walk in with zero knowledge, or are ready to bring your inventions to market, Intel has the resources to help and we remain committed, particularly to the next generation.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, the startup that put the “silicon” in Silicon Valley is one of the most successful companies in the world.
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